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Balkan Cinema Express is a festival of Balkan short films
bringing young students close to cinema, allowing them not
only to engage with the selected works, but with Balkan
culture at large - so closely linked with our contemporary
history and yet widely unexplored and not nearly known
enough in both the artistic and socio/cultural fields. The
competing short films will be screened for 200 young
students. Then the students will be prepared to become part
of the jury, alongside the jury of experts, through a detailed
workshop led by competent professionals.
The project is made up of five main events and activities:
a workshop, the creation of an audio-visual project, the
screening of the selected shorts, the award ceremony and
Balkan Cinema Express A/R.

Project overview

Balkan Cinema Express is an initiative created as part of
the Cinema National Plan for Schools, sponsored by MiBAC
and MIUR within the context of Artinvita - International
Festival of the Abruzzi and organised in collaboration with
the Théâtre de Léthé à Paris - Collectif 2 Plus, Balkan
Film Food Festival, the network of movie theatres Ciackcity
Cinema and the Biennale MArteLive.

THE CULTURAL/SOCIAL/POLITICAL/TERRITORIAL GOALS

The project was conceived within a reflection on the historical
and social context of the region of Abruzzo - a reflection
that cannot but embrace most of the Italian territory. In the
nineties a great number of Balkan immigrants fled their
countries (Albania, Croatia, Romania, Slovenia…), crossed the
Adriatic and headed for the Italian regions along the coasts,
such as Abruzzo, where the number of Balkan nationals is
particularly high to this day. A multi-ethnic Italy is rising
under the sign of Eastern-Europe. According to the ISTAT
data, one on two immigrants living in Italy comes from the
Balkans, Moldavia, Russia, Ukraine and Turkey. In the nineties
many of them decided to settle down and start their families
in Italy; that is why today in Abruzzo many young boys
and girls from Balkan backgrounds are part of the student
body of schools. We must acknowledge this data and
create policies promoting social integration and inclusion,
especially focusing on the younger generations. This matter
remains mostly unaddressed in schools, not only by young
people of Italian descent, but by students of Balkan descent
as well, who often are not fully aware of their history and
of what forced their families to leave their country of origin.
These are the reasons that brought us to creating a
partnership with the Balkan Film Food Festival of Pogradec
(Albania) which takes place every year and presents a
selection of works from the best young talent of Balkan
cinema. At Balkan Cinema Express we select the best short
films from the Albanese Festival and showcase them for the
first time in Italy, where they become a device of cultural and
social exchange, stemming from our work with the young
generations.
We also aim at promoting the history and practice of cinema
in Abruzzo, where for audiences and professionals alike it

The heart of the project is the competition, which will take
place in Abruzzo, during ARTINVITA - International Festival
of the Abruzzi, and it will present awards to the best
young cineastes of the Balkan film industry, selected by the
Film Food Festival of Pogradec (Albania). The showcasing
of works by the young talent of Balkan cinema offers
an opportunity for cultural exchange and growth, aimed
especially at schools, as young students will be part of
the jury that will present the awards, alongside a jury of
cinema experts.

THE AWARDS

The prises with be awarded by a jury of school pupils
between 14 and 18 years old and a jury of experts. The
former will vote for 6 of the awards: Best Film/ Best Editing/
Best photography/ Best Sound/ Best Actor/ Best Subject.
Each of these categories has been conceived as a device
to stimulate the students to not only look at the works as

the prises

isn’t a very familiar field yet.
We are hoping that the involvement of this region in one
the steps that bring works to fruition and the sensibilization
and participation of young people will ignite a passion for
cinema that could bring more people into movie theatres and
some to even venture in a career in the film industry.
The Balkan Cinema Express has this goal. Offer young people
the possibility to develop a critical look on a cinematographic
work, in a way that won’t bore them, but make them
passionate about it – by looking at the contemporary
themes that the selected shorts deal with, the filmmaking
techniques, and especially by allowing them a shared
viewing experience. Watching a cinematic work together, and
not by themselves, will open a moment of discussion with
their classmates and teachers.

finished products, but to also pay attention to each element
and technique that goes into an audio-visual project.
The jury of experts on the other hand will award the Best
Film, the authors of which will win a field trip to Paris
where they will attend the five-day workshop De la parole
au mouvement / Du monologue au dialogue / Du théatre
au cinema - where they will meet producers, directors and
professionals active in French cinema - organised by the
Théâtre de Léthé à Paris - Collectif 2 Plus.

COMPETING WORKS

The awards are made by the Abruzzo craftsman Francesco
Carullo and by six young artisans from the region,
coordinated by Gianfranco Marsibilio, president of the Ente
Mostra dell’Artigianato Artistico Abruzzese
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Albania
THE VAN

by Erenik Bequiri (2018) / 0.15.00

The van finally stops, the doors open and Ben emerges, still
alive. Some more fighting and he will be able to break free from
Albania and, hopefully, bring his father with him.

Director’s Bio
Erenik studied at the Academy of Arts, Tirana
where he graduated with a Master degree in
Film Directing. His thesis was “Seed Money”, a
short film written by Jim Uhls (Fight Club). He has
participated in the Sarajevo Talent Campus as a
Screenwriter, where he developed the short script
“Reverse” which was produced a year later for the
Sarajevo City of Film. “Reverse” collected awards
for best film at the Drama ISFF and Cinematic
Achievement award at Thessaloniki ISFF. In 2013
he wrote and directed the short film “Alphonso”
which screened in festivals such as Vancouver
International Film Festival and Brussels ISFF,
among others. His next short film “Bon Appétit”
was nominated for Méliès D’Argent at Brussels
International Fantastic Film Festival, selected in
Haapsalu, Dokufest, Lund and many more.

Bulgaria
TIMMY

by Ljubo Yonchev (2018) / 0.15.00

When an alienated mother returns to Bulgaria to abduct her
own 12-year-old son, she learns that it is not always easy to
avoid making the same mistakes. She is determined not to
leave her son again.

Director’s Bio
Lyubo Yonchev is a director, writer and producer
born on 16.02.1983 in Pleven, Bulgaria. He graduated
film directing from New Bulgarian University.
His professional debut is the short fiction film
&quot;Shooting Star&quot; which has been
nominated for the 29th European Film Awards
2016, selected and awarded at many international
festivals. Since 2016 Lyubo Yonchev is a member of
the Bulgarian Association of Film Directors and the
European Film Academy. In 2017 he is selected as a
participant in the 11th Talents Sarajevo and in 2019
his third short has been part of the 13th European
Short Pitch. He has been selected to participate in
the 18th Berlinale Talents in 2020.

Bulgaria
SHADOWS

by Victoria Karakoleva (2018) / 0.27.00

Among the sea and the wind. Lea meets Val in the middle of
nowhere. But the only thing he needs is her patience.

Director’s Bio
Victoria Karakoleva is a film director born in Sofia,
Bulgaria on 10.09.1992. In January 23, 2018, she got her
degree from NATFA – “National Academy of Theater
and Film Arts” in Sofia. She has several short
student films from which two of them were selected
for the Bulgarian “Golden Rose” film festival. Her
professional short film debut is called “Shadows”.

Greece
FAKE NEWS

by Dimitris Katcimiris (2018) / 0.15.00

A YouTuber and her partner are planning to direct the raping of
a girl by two black guys. Their goal is to get more subscribers
on their YouTube channel. However, on the day of the shooting
things don’t go as planned.

Director’s Bio
Dimitris Katsimiris was born and raised in Rhodes.
He has studied and worked as a social worker.
In recent years he lives and works in Athens as a
writer and director in theater and cinema. He has
written two theatrical plays and he has directed
the award-winning short films Birthday (2016),
Mum, I’m back (2017) and Fake News (2018).

Greece
GOLD FISH

by Yorgos Angelopoulus (2017) / 0.14.21

Stratis, a young boy, is excited to get a new pet fish for his
birthday. His father, a rough conservative guy, takes him to the
pet store but ends up disappointed in his son’s choice. Stratis
decides to take care of a chubby flamboyant goldfish instead of
the more “boyish” option of a gladiator fish. During their return
home, the boy declares that his new goldfish is gay. His father
cannot tolerate any of this no more…

Director’s Bio
Yorgos Angelopoulos was born in Athens, in
1986. He studied Filmmaking in Thessaloniki Fine
Arts University (AUTH), majoring in Directing. He
was awarded a fellowship for a Master’s Degree
in Screenwriting, on the University of The Arts in
London. His first short film, Goldfish, was selected in
more than 60 International Film Festivals and won
14 awards. Goldfish was also part of an International
Campaign on Human Rights &amp; Equality, ran by
British Council. He has co-written Patision Avenue,
which competed in Venice Film Festival in 2018 and
was also awarded in Clermont-Ferrand Int’l Film
Festival. He’s currently working for the Production’s
Development Office of the Greek Film Centre and is
engaged in film education.

Kosovo
SHE

by More Raca (2018) / 0.12.28

To escape an early marriage arranged by her father, Zana has
to make a courageous decision.

Director’s Bio
More Raça is a Kosovar writer/director. She has
directed three short films and won numerous
international awards. More Raça focuses on socialeconomic issues concerning women problems
and challenges. Apart from her profession, she
is actively engaged towards the promotion and
protection human rights in Kosovo.

Kosovo
FENCE

by Lendita Zequiraj (2017) / 0.15.00

Several women from different generations of the same family
loudly confront each other with their views on life, love, desire,
and the patriarchy. The family gathering turns into chaos while
the youngest one - the only boy - is looking for an escape.

Director’s Bio
Lendita Zeqiraj is an award-winning Kosovar film
director, screenwriter and visual artist. Born on
February 13th 1972 in Prishtina, she graduatet (199094) and postgraduatet (1995-97) in Visual Arts at
The Academy of Arts in Prishtina. During the war
in Kosovo, she moves to Paris where she studied
Film Aesthetics at Paris 8 University. During this
time, she starts to write and direct films. In 2014
she’s declared ‘National Filmmaker of the Year’,
and won “The Annual Film Excellence Award for
Cinematic Achievements” by the Kosovo Ministry
of Culture. She worked on a number of shorts and
documentary films, which have participated in over
300 International Film Festivals, such as International
Short Film Festival Oberhausen, Thessaloniki, Cairo,
Leeds, Vilnius, Trieste, Hamptons Film Festival etc.,
winning prizes in a number of them.

Romania
EQUALLY RED AND BLUE

by Georgiana Moldoveanu (2018) / 0.21.09

On the day of her one-year anniversary with Stefan, Ana offers
him an unexpected present -she agrees to be surrogate mother
for the baby Stefan can’t have with his wife. In the end, Stefan
realizes that he wants something else, but it’s way too late.

Director’s Bio
Georgiana Moldoveanu was born on July, 19 th 1982
in Galaţi, Romania. At the moment she studies The
Art of Film Directing, 2 nd year master studies, at
the National University of Theatre and Film “I. L.
Caragiale”, in Bucharest.

Turkey
ROM

by Ilker Ergun (2018) / 0.03.39

The film of ROM contains the subheadings of discrimination
conceptually of Romany. It shows us many differentiation attitudes
to Romany previous times and nowadays. Focusing on the big
picture in a concept of discrimination; the ROM film allows us to face
with bitter of Romany( “Gypsy”).

Director’s Bio
Director and scriptwriter İlker Ergün was born in
İstanbul. He always interested in film and the arts.
In 2016, İlker earned a degree in Art Management
at Yıldız Technical University in İstanbul. He lives
in İstanbul and continuing his studies in many
countries as a director and scriptwriter.

THE JURY OF EXPERTS

AMAHI CAMILLA SARACENI (France) - President of the jury
Director, Playwright, Choreographer
Of French nationality, born in Argentina to an Italian father
and a Greek mother - born in Marseilles and raised in
Albania -, has a Belgian grandmother. His biography tells of
his availability to the world and to others! Over the years he
has worked on important international productions in the
fields of theatre, cinema and fashion, collaborating with many
important international artists.(1)
ENO MILKANI (Albany)
Director and Film Producer
Based in Tirane Albania, He is known for the film “Trishtimi
i Zonjes Shnajder” and “Edeni i Braktisur” as Director and
Editor. Beside these two films he is also Director of many
documentaries and other short films. He is Delegate Producer
of Open Door film directed by Florenc Papas. (2)
MICHEL FELLER (Belgium)
Film Producer
After collaborating with some of the world’s leading film
and theater artists including Oliver Assayas, Isabelle Adjani,
Juliette Binoche and many others in 2008 joined Dominique
Besnehard to create Mon Voisin Productions with which
she shares the knowledge and passion of the artists. In 10
years, Mon Voisin Productions has produced 15 feature films,
5 unitari for television and the Dix pour Cent series. (3)
LAURENT PETITGAND (France)
Composer of music for film, singer and multi-instrumentalist
With his band Dick Tracy, he composed his first film music
in 1985 for the film Tokyo-Ga by Wim Wenders, experience
that marked the beginning of a long partnership: Wings of
desire; So far so close; Until the end of the world and Beyond

the Clouds by Michelangelo Antonioni. In 2014 he made the
soundtracks for Il Sale della Terra by Giuliano Ribeiro Salgado
and Wim Wenders, a film that won the Cesar for the best
documentary and nominated for the music at the Oscars in
2015 and then worked on the realization of the music of
the Film-Documentary on Pope Francis by Wim Wenders
and the latest work by the German director Edward Hopper.
Parallel to the activity of writing songs he has interpreted,
he has composed for dance and theater among others for
Angelin Preljocaj, Amahì Camilla Saraceni, Pierre Richard…
He wrote lyrics for Alain Bashung and made arrangements
for Christophe. He also composed the music for Paul Auster’s
last film The Inner Life of Martin Frost. (4)
GREGORY. ROSSI (Italy)
Director and Film Producer
Producing content since 1999 and in 2005 he founded his
production company, NeroFilm.
Companies, institutions and distribution networks he
has collaborated with include: Lionsgate, GhostHouse
Underground, Netflix, UCLA, Warner Village Cinemas, DLV
BBDO, 25/7, Cuisine +, MiBAC, Sky, RAI, Mediaset, Minerva
Pictures, Greenpeace, Dove, Peroni, Ballandi, Sugar, ACEA,
CSC, GMV, IED and others.
His projects have been screened in film festivals all over the
world, including Venice Film Festival, Tribeca Film Festival,
Montreal International Film Festival, Philadelphia Film Festival
and more. They have been nominated for and have won
multiple awards, including two Emmys, and have been
awarded Italian government grants for their artistic qualities
on four different occasions. (5)
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THE WORKSHOP

The students who will be part of the jury will be formed by
a workshop on cinematographic language that will prepare
them for their role of jury members. The short film is the
ideal cinematic format to get younger generations closer
to cinema, as it encompasses all the technical and stylistic
elements of a cinematographic and audio-visual production.
The students will be guided to watch the competing short
films critically, keeping in mind the prises they will be
awarding: Best Film/ Best Editing/ Best photography/ Best
Sound/ Best Actor / Best Subject. This way they will be able
to identify the different elements and steps which went into
creating a cinematographic and audio-visual work.
The workshop will take place before the festival and will
prepare the students to take on their responsibilities as jury
members
Two cinema experts will meet them to provide them with
the tools and ground rules to assess the competing works,
which will be screened and watched together. These sessions
are taking place in collaboration with the network of movie
theatres Ciackcity Cinema, from the 7th of September 2020,
at the Cinema CiackCity Lanciano (CH) and at the Cinema
Garden of Guardiagrele (CH). The shorts will be screened
and discussed step by step with the experts who will offer
the students all the tools necessary to be informed in their
judging.

STUDENTS IN ACTION

At the end of the workshop the students will create a
short videoclip. A tactic aimed at engaging them not only
theoretically but practically as well - enabling them to express
themselves through the language of cinema. This project will
deal with their point of view on cultural exchange, on the
basis of the themes approached during the workshop. This
step will be curated by a team of experts, in partnership with
the Roman cultural association ‘la Bestevem’, which focuses
on extreme low-budget short films made in 48 hours. They
will support the students through every step - development,
production and post-production.

THE AWARD CEREMONY

First the votes from the students, the audience and the
jury of experts will be counted by our staff, then, on the
4th of October the award ceremony will take place, in the
presence of all the directors, the participants from the
school, the audience and the jury of experts. The ceremony
will partly be coordinated by the Parisian Collectif 2+, which
will also have a role in the most important prize which will
be awarded to the filmmakers. The winners will have the
possibility of spending 5 days in Paris, meet international
producers and take part in an audio-visual workshop.

BALKAN CINEMA SCREENINGS

To maximise the impact of Balkan Cinema Express on the
region of Abruzzo, the network of movie theatres Ciackcity
Cinema will screen a number of Balkan feature films;
5 feature films will be selected to be screened at the Cinema
Garden/CiackCity of Guardiagrele - the first one will be
presented at the Festival Artinvita. The screenings are aimed
at creating yet another device to promote cultural exchange,
and get the public to know Balkan cinema and Balkan
culture. The audience will be invited to have their say on the
screened shorts. The result of the final vote will be made
up of the public vote, which will count for 40%, and of the
experts vote, which will count for 60%.

FEATURE FILMS SCREENINGS
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by Mila Turajlic

Macedonia
HONEYLAND (2019)

by Ljubo Stefanov - Tamara Kotevska

In the barren but extraordinary
mountain landscapes in the
north of Macedonia, Hatidze
Muratova lives in the ruins of
an abandoned village with her
mother Nazife, elderly, ill and
partly blind. Hatidze looks after
her and competently takes
care of the bees colony. She
brings the honey to Skopje to
sell it at the farmers market.
Hatidze spartan and quiet life
is brightened by a new family
of neighbours, Hussein, his wife
and seven children.

Albania
OPEN DOOR (2019)
by Florenc Papas

A married Albanian mother
and her pregnant sister try
to find a man to play the part
of the sister’s husband before
they meet up with their strict,
traditional father.

Kosovo

COLD NOVEMBER (2019)
by Ismet Sijarina

FADILI an archivist finds himself in a difficult situation, he has
to choose between two options, being aware that both of them
are wrong. As consequence if his decision Fadil involuntarily
and unwillingly, “swallows” the shame, endures the pressure
coming from all sides.

del Nord
Macedonia

GOD EXIST, HER NAME IS PETRUNYA (2019)
di Teona Strugar Mitevska

Serbia

Petrunija is a single woman
who just turned thirty. She is
looking for work as a historian,
but she can’t find anything good
enough. On the 19th of January,
during the celebrations for the
Macedonian Epiphany, she
decides to take part in the ritual
of throwing a wooden cross into
the local waters. He who finds
that cross will be blessed for
the whole year. Petrunija is the
lucky one, but the consequences
will be different from what she
expected.

THE OTHER SIDE OF EVERYTHING (2018)
di Mila Turajlic

A closed door inside a flat in
Belgrade has kept a family
away from their past for
over 70 years. An intimate
conversation with the mother
is taped by the filmmaker,
whilst the political ‘fracture’ in
the flat reveals a home and a
country tormented by History.

To widen the artistic and cultural exchange between
Italy and the Balkans and get the participants and
the students closer to a European and international
context, a roundtrip of filmic works will be created, with
the collaboration of the Biennale MArteLive, which will
select eight Italian short films which will be screened
for 150 Balkan students during the Balkan Film Food
Festival of Pogradec creating more exchange and
engagement, giving the Italian students the awareness
of being part of a projects that involves them just as
their peers on the other side of the Adriatic.

BALKAN CINEMA
EXPRESS A/R

Five schools will participate and the students will attend the
workshop for the young jury members.

SCHOOLS INVOLVED

Istituto Omnicomprensivo Statale “Nicola da Guardiagrele”
Type: Secondary school
Coordinator: Mara Di Nardo
iis Lanciano Liceo Artistico “G. Palizzi”
Type: Artistic High School
Coordinator: Valerio Di Ruscio
Istituto Tecnico Commerciale “Luigi Einaudi” Ortona
Type: Technical School
Coordinator: Prof.ssa Paola Dragani
Istituto Comprensivo Orsogna
Type: Middle School
Coordinator: Vittoria Iocco
Istituto Comprensivo “N. Nicolini” Tollo
Type: Middle School
Coordinator: Rosanna D’Aversa

calendar

School Workshops
7-22 of September, Cinema Garden (Guardiagrele), Cinema Maestoso
(Lanciano)
Students in Action
23, 24 and 25 of September
Award Ceremony
4th of October 2020 at 17:00, Cinema Garden (Guardiagrele)
Feature Film Screenings
From the 29th of September to the 27th of October every Tuesday at
21:00, Cinema Garden (Guardiagrele).

staff

Balkan Cinema Express A/R
October 2020, concurrently with the Balkan Film Food Festival,
Pogradec (Albania)
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
Marco Cicolini
JURY AND AWARDS
COORDINATORS
Amahì Camilla Saraceni e
Eno Milkani
PRODUCTION
Riccardo Taraborrelli,
Nicola Bucci, Eloise Vereeken,
Anabel Strehaiano, Sofia Ciancio
PUBLIC RELATIONS (PUBLIC
AND SCHOOLS)
Viviana Agretti
TECHNICAL COORDINATOR
Renato Barattucci
PRESS OFFICE
Alessandra Farias
GRAPHIC DESIGN
Francesca Carullo

ILLUSTRATIONS AND ARTWORK
Shila Governale e
Mirjana Panovski
WEB MARKETING
Fabio Salerno
SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER
Carlo D’Acquisto
PRINTING AND TYPOGRAPHY
Luigi e Mariano Ciancio,
Artnouveau Studio
HEAD WORKSHOPS
Noemi Verrina
PHOTOGRAPHY
Roberta Verzella, beRaw
Photography
SCENOGRAPHY
Franck Jamin, Anabel Strehaiano
TRANSLATION
Gin Minelli

